Many known tools for proving expressibility bounds for rst-order logic are based on one of several locality properties. In this paper we characterize the relationship between those notions of locality. We note that Gaifman's locality theorem gives rise to two notions: one deals with sentences and one with open formulae. We prove that the former implies Hanf's notion of locality, which in turn implies Gaifman's locality for open formulae. Each of these implies the bounded degree property, which is one of the easiest tools for proving expressibility bounds. These results apply beyond the rst-order case. We use them to derive expressibility bounds for rst-order logic with unary quanti ers and counting. We also characterize the notions of locality on structures of small degree.
Introduction
It is well known that rst-order logic has limited expressive power. Typically, inexpressibility proofs are based on either a compactness argument, or Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games. In recent years, the expressive power of logics over nite models has been studied extensively. This increased interest is mostly due to a number of applications in computer science. For example, most database query languages have well known logical counterparts: traditional relational calculus has precisely the power of rst-order logic, the language Datalog, with added negation and evaluated in ationary, corresponds to the least-xpoint logic, and the query language with while loops is equivalent to the partial-xpoint logic, cf. 1]. Another area of application is descriptive complexity. It turns out that familiar logics capture complexity classes over classes of (ordered) nite structures, cf. 8, 18] . Since compactness fails in restriction to nite structures 15] , to prove results about the limits of expressiveness of rst-order logic, one has to use Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games. Moreover, EhrenfeuchtFra ss e games are often used as the basic step in other, more sophisticated games for di erent logics. For example, playing the Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game is one of the steps in the Ajtai-Fagin game for monadic 1 1 2] . Since playing the game often involves an intricate combinatorial argument, it was suggested by Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi in 11] to build a library of winning strategies for those games. Or, more generally, one would like to have a collection of versatile and easily applicable tools for proving expressibility bounds for rst-order logic. A number of results proving expressibility bounds explain the nature of the limitations of rst-order logic by saying that it can only express local properties. Intuitively, one cannot grasp the whole structure; instead, to answer a rst-order query, one only looks at small portions of the input. Several proposals have been made to formalize the notion of locality. Gaifman 12] proved that the outcome of a rst-order de nable query depends only on the isomorphism types of neighborhoods of a xed radius. Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi 11], modifying a result by Hanf 16] for the nite case, proved that if a certain criterion relating the numbers of small neighborhoods in two structures holds, then these structures agree on sentences whose quanti er rank is determined by the size of those neighborhoods. Libkin and Wong 22] showed that if a rst-order query operates on graphs, then the number of di erent in-and out-degrees in the output is below a bound given by the query and the maximal degree in the input graph. This property, called the bounded degree property, was generalized to rst-order queries on arbitrary nite structures by Dong, Libkin and Wong 6]. Typically, inexpressibility proofs based on the bounded degree property are very easy (see, e.g., 22]). Proofs based on Hanf's theorem, while often easier than playing a game directly (compare, for example, the proofs that connectivity is not monadic 1 1 in 2] and 11]) may still involve somewhat nontrivial combinatorial argument (see, e.g., 5]). On the other hand, Hanf's theorem being close to game characterization of logics, its extensions have been proved for several extensions of rst-order logics 9, 24, 26] . Thus, it would be desirable to understand the relationship between various locality notions for rst-order logic and its extensions. This constitutes the main goal of the paper. We isolate the locality notions underlying Gaifman's and Hanf's theorems, and prove a chain of implications among them. In particular, we show that the bounded degree property and an analog of Gaifman's theorem hold in several counting extensions of rst-order logic.
Organization and summary In Section 2, we introduce the notation and describe the basic notions of locality. We start by reviewing Gaifman's theorem, and note that it leads to two properties, called the Gaifman-locality and the strong Gaifman-locality. The result of 12] then says that rst-order logic has both of these properties. We review the modi cation of Hanf's technique 16] for the nite case 11], and de ne the notion of Hanf-locality. We review the bounded degree property of 6, 22] which is implied by the Gaifman-locality 6]. In Section 3 we review the extensions of rst-order logic we consider in this paper. These are fragments of in nitary logic, logics with unary quanti ers and rst-order logic with second-sort counting. We then establish that all these logics have the Hanf-locality property. In Section 4 we give the main technical machinery which is used in the rest of the paper. Mainly, we examine Hanf's technique more closely and among other things give a new simple proof that the extension of rst-order logic by all unary generalized quanti ers has the Hanf-locality property. In Section 5 relationships between the notions of locality are considered. In Section 5.1, we show that the Hanf-locality implies the Gaifman-locality. We use this to derive a number of expressibility bounds for various logics; we also touch on some applications in descriptive complexity. This implies the bounded degree property for any logic that possesses the Hanf-locality property. In Section 5.2, we show that the strong Gaifman-locality implies the Hanf-locality. We do not yet know of any extension of rst-order that is strongly Gaifman-local, so the main implication of this result is a very simple and intuitive proof that rst-order logic is Hanf-local. In Section 6, we give complete characterizations of the three main notions of locality on structures of small degree. We show that, in order to check whether a query has the bounded degree property, it is enough to check whether it is de nable in a certain logic on structures of bounded degree. These results may also be helpful in proving expressibility bounds over nite models, as many counterexamples that are constructed in nite model theory turn out to be structures of small degree. To make our results applicable to a number of logics, we state below the condition that is necessary for the proofs. Let L be a logic. Assume a vocabulary , and let U 1 ; : : : ; U m be relational symbols not in . Let 0 = fU 1 ; : : : ; U m g. Then, for every formula '(x) in L, we can form a 0 sentence = 8x( (x) ! '(x)) in L, where is a Boolean combination of atomic formulas in fU 1 ; : : : ; U m g using variables fromx. That is, a 0 -structure A satis es i for everyã from A such that (ã) holds, it is the case that A j = '(ã), where A is the -reduct of A. This condition can be formulated along the lines of 7, 20] for abstract logics. However, as all the logics we consider here are extensions of rst-order that trivially satisfy this condition, we will not go into more detail. In what follows, whenever we speak of a logic closed under rst-order operations, we mean that the condition above is satis ed.
With each formula (x 1 ; : : : ; x m ) in a logical language whose symbols are in , we associate a query that maps a -structure A to an m-ary relation A = f(a 1 ; : : : ; a m ) 2 A m j A j = (a 1 ; : : : ; a m )g; we denote the corresponding structure with universe A by A] = hA; A i. Given a structure A, its Gaifman graph 11, 12, 8] G(A) is de ned as hA; Ei where (a; b) is in E i there is a tuplet 2 R A i for some i such that both a and b are int. The distance d(a; b) is de ned as the length of the shortest path from a to b in G(A); we assume d(a; a) = 0. Given a 2 A, its r-sphere S A r (a) is fb 2 A j d(a; b) rg. For a tuplet, de ne S A r (t) as S a2t S A r (a).
Given a tuplet = (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ), its r-neighborhood N A r (t) is de ned as a n structure A S A r (t) = hS A The quanti er rank of a rst-order formula , qr( ), is de ned as the maximum depth of quanti er nesting in ; that is, qr( ) = 0 for atomic formulas , qr( ) = maxfqr('); qr( )g if is ' _ , qr( ) = qr(') if is :', and qr( ) = qr(') + 1 if is of the form 9x' or 8x'.
Gaifman-locality
Before presenting Gaifman's theorem, note that for any -structure A, there is a rst order formula (x; y) such that A j = (a; b) i (a; b) 2 G(A A sentence is strongly Gaifman-local if it is equivalent to a Boolean combination of sentences of the form 9ỹ (ỹ), where (ỹ) is a strongly Gaifman-local formula. Now we immediately see: Proposition 2.3 Every rst-order formula is Gaifman-local, and every rst-order sentence is strongly Gaifman-local. Moreover, for every (x) of quanti er rank n, lr( ) (7 n ? 1)=2.
Proof: Suppose (x) is a rst-order formula. Then it is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulae i (x) and sentences ? j , where each i is r i -local. Let r = max r i . Then lr( ) r. Indeed, take a structure A and letã rb . Since N r (ã) = N r (b), we have A j = i (ã) $ i (b), which gives us A j = (ã) $ (b), since all ? j s are sentences.
To prove strong Gaifman-locality, note that any formula of the form (2) (ỹ) = Q 1 z 1 2 S r 1 (ỹ) : : : Q k z k 2 S rm (ỹ) (ỹ;z); where the Q i s are quanti ers and is quanti er-free, is strongly Gaifman-local, since max k i=1 r i witnesses strong locality. The formula V i=1;:::;m '(y i )^V i;j m;i6 =j d >2r (y i ; y j ), where ' is r-local, can be represented in the form (2) with r i 2r+1 for each i = 1; : : : ; k. This implies strong Gaifman-locality. 2
Note that not every rst-order formula is strongly Gaifman-local. Consider (x) (8y:R(y; x))9 z8y:R(z; y). Assume that it is strongly local, x r as in the de nition and consider two graphs: G 1 is a chain of length r + 1, and G 2 is obtained from G 1 by adding a loop on the end-node of G 1 . Let a i be the start node of G i . Then a 1 G 1 ;G 2 r a 2 , but G 1 j = (a 1 ) and G 2 j = : (a 2 ).
Hanf-locality
Let be an isomorphism type of a structure in the language 1 
2
The BDP was introduced and proved for rst-order queries from graphs to graphs (that is, formulae Thus, from Gaifman's theorem, we obtain:
Corollary 2.8 Every rst-order formula has the bounded degree property.
We saw that simple forms of recursion (deterministic transitive closure) violate the BDP. So does the simplest form of second-order quanti cation: monadic 1 1 is not local. The BDP was introduced in connection with studying expressive power of database languages with aggregation 14, 22] , where it was asked if such languages have it. The positive answer given recently 6] also implies that rst-order logic with Rescher and H artig quanti ers (see below for a de nition of these quanti ers) has the BDP, but it was not known (although conjectured) if any of these is Gaifman-local.
Extensions of rst-order logic
In this section we introduce the extensions of rst-order logic that are considered in this paper. These are extensions with unary quanti ers and counting, and a fragment of in nitary logic with unary quanti ers. In this de nition,ã i is a tuple of parameters that gives the interpretation for those free variables of i (x i ;ỹ i ) which are not equal to x i . The logic L(Q) for a set Q of unary generalized quanti ers is de ned similarly with the corresponding rule for each quanti er Q K 2 Q. The quanti er rank qr(') of an L(Q) formula ' is de ned as the quanti er rank for the logic L with the following additional rule for each Q K 2 Q: qr(Q K x 1 ; : : : ; x k ( 1 (x 1 ;ỹ 1 ); : : : ; k (x k ;ỹ k ))) = maxfqr( i (x i ;ỹ i )) j i kg Note that the in nite conjunctions and disjunction above can be restricted to range over sets, since there are only countably many non-isomorphic structures in STRUCT ].
2
Let us remark that L 1! (Q u ) ! is strictly stronger in expressive power than FO(Q u ) ! . This follows because the second vectorization of H artig quanti er cannot be de ned in FO(Q u ) ! , as was shown by Luosto 23] (using Ramsey theory). On the other hand, each vectorization of a unary quanti er can be de ned in L 1! (Q u ) ! 20] .
As mentioned in the previous section, several extensions of Theorem 2.4 are known. One such extension can be given for L 1! (Q u ) ! . This is because in 24] it was shown that d-equivalence, for large enough d, guarantees a winning strategy for the duplicator in the n-round bijective Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game. 
In the next section we give a new simple proof for this fact.
We also consider rst-order logic with counting FO + COUNT 19] . We present it here following 9]. FO + COUNT is de ned as a two sorted logic, with second sort being the sort of natural numbers. More precisely, in this approach a structure A is of the form A = hf1; : : : ; ng; fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g; <; BIT; 1; max; R A 
Technical machinery
In this section we give the technical machinery used repeatedly in the paper in examining the relationships of the notions of locality, and characterizations of these notions on structures of bounded degree. We start with a lemma which is one of our main technical tools and we apply it several times in this section. It is clear that f is a bijection A ! B.
We now claim thatãx db f(x) for every x 2 A. If x 2 S A 2d+1 (ã), then S A d (x) S A 3d+1 (ã), and ax db h(x) because h is an isomorphism. If x 6 2 S A 2d+1 (ã), then f(x) = g(x) 6 2 S B 2d+1 (b), and for all a i+1 . In particular, after the last round (A; (a 1 ; : : : ; a n )) 0 (B; (f 1 (a 1 ); : : : ; f n (a n ))); which guarantees that f(a i ; f i (a i )) j 1 i ng is a partial isomorphism.
2
In particular, it follows that every L 1! (Q u ) ! sentence is Hanf-local (Theorem 3.3).
(n; d)-equivalence
We extend the notion of d-equivalence from points to tuples. Let n be an isomorphism type of a structure in the language n ( extended with n constants). An n-tupleã of a structure A d-realizes n , written as d (A;ã) = n , if N d (ã) is of isomorphism type n .
We denote the cardinality of fã 2 A n j d (A;ã) = n g by # d A; n ], that is, the number of n-tuples of A which d-realize n . We say that structures A; B 2 STRUCT ] are (n; d)-equivalent, A 
5 Relationships between the notions of locality
This section is dedicated to the study of the relationships between the notions of locality. We show that the Hanf-locality implies the Gaifman-locality, and the strong Gaifman-locality implies the Hanflocality. We then see that each of these notions of locality implies the bounded degree property.
First, we extend De nition 2.5 from sentences to formulas.
De nition 5.1 A formula (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is Hanf-local if there exists a number d such that for every A; B 2 STRUCT ] and for every two n-tuplesã andb of elements of A and B respectively, (A;ã) d (B;b) implies A j = (ã) i B j = (b). The minimum d for which this holds is called the Hanf locality rank of , and is denoted by hlr( ).
We start with a simple observation, which shows that in the study of Hanf-locality it is enough to consider just sentences.
Given a signature , by (n) we denote extended with n new unary symbols U 1 ; : : : ; U n . Given a structure A and an n-tupleã, by A ã] we denote the (n) structure that extends A by interpreting the U i s as singletons containing the corresponding components ofã.
Let (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) be a formula with n free variables. By (n) we denote a sentence in a logic L that is equivalent to 8x 1 : : : 8x n ((U 1 (x 1 )^: : :^U n (x n )) ! ( The proof above also shows that lr( ) 3 hlr( (n) ) + 1. In the case is a rst-order formula, (n) is of quanti er rank qr( )+n, and hence we obtain a new bound that improves Gaifman's (7 qr( ) ?1)=2.
Corollary 5.5 Let (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) be a rst-order formula. Then lr( ) 3 qr( )+n + 1.
2
Note that this improves the locality rank implied by Gaifman's theorem, not the bound on the size of neighborhood in an explicitly constructed formula used in Gaifman's proof. We now list some corollaries of Theorem 5. Furthermore, using locality, we can extend the above results to more complex auxiliary data. Consider a class of structures C STRUCT 0 ] for some relational vocabulary 0 . De ne a function s C : N ! N by letting s C (n) be the maximal possible degree in some n-element structure A 2 C. We say that C is of moderate degree (see 11]) if s C (n) log o(1) n. That is, there is a function : N ! N such that lim n!1 (n) = 0 and s C (n) log (n) n.
The following was shown in 6].
Proposition 5.9 (see 6]) Let be a local graph query, of locality rank r. Then for any structure A, the number of distinct in-degrees in the graph A] is at most the number of non-isomorphic 3r + 1-neighborhoods realized in A. The same is true for out-degrees.
Corollary 5.10 Transitive closure and deterministic transitive closure are not de nable in FO + COUNT in the presence of built-in relations of moderate degree. 2
However, the order relation adds all degrees from 0 to the cardinality of the input. Thus, we cannot generalize Corollary 5.8 to the case of built-in linear order.
Strong Gaifman-locality implies Hanf-locality
The next main result of the section is:
Theorem 5.11 Every strongly Gaifman-local sentence is Hanf-local.
From this and Gaifman's theorem, the theorem by Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi follows immediately (though not the bound produced by the proof in 11]). We also believe that the proof below is simpler than that in 11] and shows clearly why this result is indeed a form of locality, as claimed in 11].
Proof of Theorem 5.11. It is enough to consider a sentence which is equivalent to Corollary 5.12 Let L be a logic that is closed under rst-order operations. Assume that every sentence in L is strongly Gaifman-local. Then every formula in L is Hanf-local. Combining the proof above with Gaifman's theorem, we see that for an arbitrary rst-order sentence , we have the bound hlr( ) 2 3 qr( ) 7 qr( )?1 , which is much worse than 3 qr( ) that is given by 11]. However, it is not the bound itself, but its existence that is used in most applications. Also, the above proof reveals the close connection between Gaifman's and Hanf's theorems. Another corollary of Theorem 5.11 is that the two parts of Gaifman's theorem are not independent: Corollary 5.13 Let L be a logic that is closed under rst-order operations. Assume that every sentence in L is strongly Gaifman-local. Then every formula in L is Gaifman-local. 2 6 Locality and structures of small degree In this section we give characterizations of the notions of locality on structures of bounded degree. We start with a simple observation:
The next two lemmas show us that on structures of bounded degree the relations r and r are de nable by formulas of certain logics.
Recall from Section 2 that for every xed r there is a rst-order formula d r (z;x) which expresses that d(z;x) r, i.e., d(z; x) r for some component x ofx. A proof of the rst lemma is essentially given already in 8, Section 1], and we only sketch the proof below.
Lemma 6.2 For every A,ã 2 A n and a positive integer r, there exists a rst-order formula ' r A;ã (x) such that for every B andb 2 B n , B j = ' r A;ã (b) i ã rb . For every A and positive integers r and n, there exists a rst-order sentence r;n A such that for every B, B j = r;n A i exactly the same isomorphism types of n-tuples are r-realized in A and B.
Proof: We de ne ' r A;ã (x) to be a rst-order formula which says thatx realizes the isomorphism type of N A r (ã). For this, letã 2 A n and let a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; b 1 ; : : : ; b m be the elements of S A r (ã). Let The second lemma below gives a formula which de nes the relation r . It shows us that on structures of bounded degree unary quanti ers allow us to keep quanti er rank bounded.
Lemma 6.3 For every A 2 STRUCT k ],ã 2 A n and a positive integer r, there exists a positive integer m, which is independent of A, and an FO(Q u ) m -formula r A;ã (x) such that, for every B and b 2 B n , B j = r A;ã (b) i (A;ã) r (B;b). Here m can be taken to be F (k; r; n) ? n + 1. Proof: Suppose A 2 STRUCT k ] andã 2 A n . For every b 2 A let ' r A;ãb (xy) be the rst-order formula given by Lemma 6.2 which describes the isomorphism type of N A r (ãb). By Lemma 6.1 we see that qr(' r A;ãb ) F (k; r; n) ?n. Then for every isomorphism type N A r (ãb) we can express the number of points b which realize this isomorphism type by 9 =j y' r A;ãb (xy). Here 9 =j y is the unary quanti er given by the class of structures hA; Ui where U is a j-element subset of A. hence is a rst-order sentence. Intuitively, describes the isomorphism types of n-tuples which are r-realized in the structures satisfying .
We claim that is equivalent to on structures from STRUCT k ]. Suppose that B 2 STRUCT k ] and B j = . Then B j = r;n B and thus B j = . If B j = then B j = r;n A for some A 2 STRUCT k ] for which A j = . Then exactly the same isomorphism types of n-tuples are r-realized in A and B. Thus, A and B agree on every sentence of the form 9x (x), where r witnesses strong Gaifman-locality of . This implies B j = .
2 Next we give a characterization for Hanf-local queries in terms of logical expressibility. Proposition 6.5 Let k be a natural number, and let (x) be a query on STRUCT k ]. Then is Hanf-local i is de nable in L 1! (Q u ) ! . 
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In particular, when studying the bounded degree property, Hanf-locality can be replaced by de n- Proof: That a formula given by a rst-order de nition by cases is Gaifman-local follows from locality of rst-order formulae. Indeed, lr( ) max m i=1 flr( i )g. For the converse, assume that is of locality rank r. We know that there exists a bound, M = f (k; r; n), on the number of di erent isomorphism types of r-neighborhoods of n-tuples in structures from STRUCT k ], see Lemma 6.1. Let 1 ; : : : ; M be an enumeration of those isomorphism types, and let i (x) be the rst-order formula given by Lemma 6.2 saying thatx r-realizes i . Let i be the sentence 9ỹ( i (ỹ)^ (ỹ)) (note that i is not necessarily in L, unless L is closed under rst-order operations). We now claim that (x) is equivalent to As another corollary of the above characterization of locality, we have the following Ramsey-style property, similar to those studied in 4].
Corollary 6.8 Let C be an in nite class of structures in STRUCT k ]. Let (x) be a Gaifman-local formula. Then there exists an in nite subclass C 0 C and a rst-order formula '(x) that is equivalent to on C 0 . That is, A j = 8x( (x) $ '(x)) for all A 2 C 0 .
Conclusion
We examined the main notions of locality of rst-order formulae, and proved that these notions are closely related. We showed that the Hanf-locality implies the Gaifman-locality for open formulae, and the strong Gaifman-locality for sentences implies the Hanf-locality. Each of these implies the bounded degree property, which is one of the easiest tools for proving inexpressibility results. Our presentation goes beyond the rst-order case, and thus allows us to infer new results for logics with unary quanti ers and counting. We believe that the most challenging problem is to extend these techniques to the ordered setting. Note that on ordered structures all queries are trivially strongly Gaifman-local; this is simply because the distance between any two elements in the Gaifman graph of an ordered structure is at most 1. Thus, to obtain interesting results one should restrict the attention to order-independent queries, such as the transitive closure. More precisely, we are interested in structures of the form hA; R 1 ; : : : ; R l ; <i,
where, in addition to -relations R 1 ; : : : ; R l , we have a binary relation < which is interpreted as a linear order. When we talk about neighborhoods, we mean neighborhoods in the -reduct hA; R 1 ; : : : ; R l i { this gives us the de nitions of all the notions of locality. Finally, if we have a -structure A, and an ordering < on A, by A < we denote the corresponding ordered structure. The order-independence of a query (x) in a language that includes both and < means that for any A, and any two orderings < 1 and < 2 , we have A < 1 j = (ã) i A < 2 j = (ã) for everyã.
The rst natural question is whether the locality properties of rst-order logic could be extended to the order-independent setting. A positive answer to this question was recently obtained by Grohe and Schwentick 13] , who proved that all order-independent queries in FO are Gaifman-local. On the other hand, the corresponding problem for Hanf-locality is still open.
It would be tempting to conjecture that the Gaifman-locality of FO+COUNT could also be extended to the case of order-independent queries. Indeed, this would imply that deterministic transitive closure is not in TC 0 , which in turn would imply the separation of TC 0 and DLOGSPACE. However, the following counterexample shows that this conjecture, made in 21], is false.
Proposition 7.1 There is an order-independent query in FO + COUNT which does not have the bounded degree property, and hence is not Gaifman-local.
Proof: Consider structures of the type A = hA; P; Ei, where P A and hA; Ei is a directed graph such that E P 2 is the graph of a successor relation. Let (x; y) be a formula of FO+COUNT in the extended signature fP; E; <g saying that x 2 P and card(fa 2 P j a < xg) = card(fb 2 A j b < yg). Thus, for each ordering < of A, de nes in A < a bijection from P to an initial segment P 0 of <. Let E 0 be the image of the relation E under this bijection. Clearly E 0 is de nable in A < by a formula of FO + COUNT, and the graph hP 0 ; E 0 i is an isomorphic copy of hP; Ei. It is known that the BIT predicate corresponding to an ordering < is de nable in FO + COUNT (see 3] ). The BIT predicate in turn can be used for encoding subsets of P 0 by elements of A as follows: for each a 2 A, let S a = fb 2 P 0 j BIT(b; a)g. If the initial segment P 0 is of length at most log(card(A)), then all subsets of P 0 are encoded by at least one element, i.e., for every S P 0 there is a 2 A such that S = S a . Hence, assuming that ( ) card(P ) log(card (A)) we can simulate monadic second-order quanti ers over P 0 by rst-order quanti ers over A. In particular, there is a formula ' 0 (x; y) of FO + COUNT such that if ( ) holds, then for all a; b 2 P 0 , hA; P 0 ; E 0 ; <i j = ' 0 (a; b) i there is a directed E 0 -path from a to b. Let '(x; y) be the formula 9u9v( (x; u)^ (y; v)^' 0 (u; v)). Thus, '(x; y) says that ' 0 (u; v) holds for the images u; v of x; y under the bijection de ned by , which, assuming condition ( ), is equivalent to saying that there is a directed E-path from x to y. Let (x; y) be the conjunction of '(x; y) with a sentence of FO + COUNT expressing the condition ( ). Obviously is order-independent, and it is easy to see that it does not have the bounded degree property, as it de nes the transitive closure on a subset of nodes of size log(card(A)).
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Note that the restriction card(P ) log(card(A)) is crucial in the proof above; the simulation of monadic second-order quanti ers over P 0 by rst-order quanti ers over A is not possible without this assumption. Thus, it is still meaningful to ask whether some reasonable weak version of locality holds for order-independent queries in FO + COUNT. For example, we may ask whether for each orderindependent query (x) in FO + COUNT there is a sublinear function f : N ! N such that ifã A rb for r = f(card(A)), then A j = (ã) i A j = (b).
